Tackling violence together

Worried about violent crime?
If you have been affected by or are worried about knife crime, violence or the impact of
criminal exploitation of children and young people, there is support and guidance
available. Within this document you will find information to help you keep young people
safe and access support for yourself.
What is causing the violence?

The causes of violence and knife crime are
complex. There isn’t one specific thing that
is solely responsible. However, drug
dealing, organised crime and gang culture
are linked with a high proportion of the
violence we have seen in London and in
different parts of the country.
Drug dealing often leads to the
exploitation of young people and is
regularly behind the violence - placing
young people at risk of harm and
criminalisation.
Some people carry a knife because their
perception is that the majority of young
people are doing the same but that’s not
the case. 99% of young people in the UK
don’t carry a knife.*

Some young people think if you carry a
knife then it will provide protection. But
statistics show that if you carry a knife or
weapon then you are more likely to end
up being hurt.* You can be seen as
threatening and may end up being hurt
by your own weapon. It is also illegal to
carry knives and other weapons.
Talk to young people about making the
life saving choice not to carry a knife.
Click here for more information about knife
legislation. Or visit :
www.gov.uk/buying-carrying-knives
* Home Office statistics from #KnifeFree campaign
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What are police doing:
Police across the country are committed to
reducing and preventing violence and
safeguarding young people. We would
prefer to prevent crime rather than have to
detect it.

organisations to both reduce violent crime
and tackle the root causes to prevent
further issues, and they are making
progress.

In London there are significant reductions
in knife related injuries in young people.
Violence and knife crime has been highAcross the UK - police, our partners and
profile within the media. Whilst it has
the public must work together to tackle
increased in some parts of the country police are working with other agencies and violence.

How can you help?
By understanding what to look for—
such as potential warning signs that a
young person is perhaps being
exploited; and knowing what
information can help prevent crime, the
public can play a vital part in keeping
young people safe and saving lives.

Looking out for signs to spot:
Sometime people involved in crime will
take advantage of young people and
manipulate them into doing things they
wouldn’t normally do - such as helping
to sell drugs, carrying weapons or
stealing for example, which puts young
people at risk.

Signs to spot

Grooming tactics:

The tactics that these people use are clever, and someone might not understand they are
being used or “groomed”. They can include:




Making a young people feel that they
will be looked after



Gifts such as trainers or phones



Lending them money

That they will gain respect or money

These tactics often means the young person is then in their debt and will owe them
favours – such as carrying weapons or selling drugs. They have no problem with putting a
young person at risk to make money. We know that some young people, when put in a
difficult and frightening situation, have made decisions in the heat of the moment that
have unfortunately changed their lives and others forever.
Knowing the signs to spot of gang grooming can mean that you can help a young person
before it’s too late – before they either get hurt or do something that they ending up regretting.

Signs to spot

What shall I look for?
If you are concerned about a young person then there are things you can look for - subtle
changes in behaviour that could be an indicator:


Are they being secretive about where they are, what they are doing, who they are
seeing?



Will they let you look in their bags or pockets?



Will they let you look at their phone, are they secretive about who is calling or
messaging? Do they have multiple mobile phones?



Are they coming home with items they can’t afford, or they are unwilling explain where
they got them – such as phones, expensive trainers or clothes?



Are they going missing for periods of time or playing truant from school?



Have they stopped engaging with teachers or going to school or perhaps they aren’t
doing as well?



Have they stopped doing after school activities or going to clubs they used to like?



Are they scared to go out or perhaps reticent to go to certain places?



Have they started to hang around with different or older people, have an older boy or
girlfriend and perhaps aren’t seeing their existing friends as much?



Do they seem scared, quiet or angry a lot more than they used to?



Do they have marks or injuries that they seem very secretive about?

Many of these signs might just be down to typical teenage challenges and part of growing
up, exam pressure, teenage relationships or other stressful issues. But they could also be
signs that a young person is being groomed or used by criminals or gangs.
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What can I do?
If you are worried, talk to the young person
and outline your concerns. Ask about them
about their own worries and discuss what
you can do to help.
You can also talk to their school, youth
worker or your local police team.
Sometimes having difficult conversations,
whilst uncomfortable at the time, can be
prevent something more serious from
happening.

If you aren’t the young person’s direct
parent or carer, then speak to their
family/carers about the issue and outline
your concerns; or contact your local
policing team.
You can find your local team here or visit
www.met.police.uk/a/your-area or call
101 to speak to your local police force.

Help and support:
There is support available that you can
access in preparation for any difficult
conversations.
You can contact a support organisation
such as the NSPCC, The Prince’s Trust or
KnifeFree. Support organisations will
also be able to provide advice once you
have spoken to the young person or
their parents/carers.

We understand that making the decision to talk to the police will be
extremely difficult but it could ultimately save a life. We want to protect
young people from violence - either as a victim or through being
pressured into doing something they may regret. Sometimes police
intervention at an earlier stage can save more serious ramifications
further down the line.

Who else can I talk to?
If you are worried and want help to keep either a young person or yourself safe, you can
contact the following organisations:
Police: Call us on 101 and ask to speak to the local policing team in your area.
Always dial 999 in an emergency, if you think that you or someone else is at risk or a crime
is being or about to be committed.
The Prince’s Trust can help provide support and opportunities for young people.
www.princes-trust.org.uk
Childline can support young people 24 hours a day, you can call them on 0800 1111.
NSPCC website has information about the signs to spot of grooming and provides
information about how to have difficult conversations www.nspcc.org.uk/preventingabuse/keeping-children-safe/talking-about-difficult-topics/

#KnifeFree provides help and support to young people who want to live knife free.
www.knifefree.co.uk

Preventing crime:
Passing on information can not only help after a crime has occurred but can prevent incidents happening.
This could mean that someone can be saved from being hurt or helped before they commit a crime and
end up in the criminal justice system.

Vital information could include:


Information about who is drug dealing
in the area – even if it’s just a
suspicion



People you believe are involved in a
gang or organised crime



People you suspect are asking young
people to do things in return for
money, clothes, phones or other items



People who you believe may be
carrying knives or weapons



Phone numbers, people, cars,
locations or weapons that you believe
are or have been involved in crime



Young people who are worried, scared
or upset or who have injuries that
they are being secretive about



Websites or social media sites where
evidence of crimes is being shown

Got information?
If you have information or you are worried about If you have information but don’t want to speak to
the safety of yourself or a friend or family member police, then you can contact the independent charity
– speak up.
Crimestoppers on 0800 555 111 or by visiting their
website Crimestoppers-UK.org
You can contact your local police either through
the 101 number or via your local police website.
They are 100% anonymous and totally independent
Any information received is always dealt with in
of the police. They never ask your name, they cannot
the strictest confidence.
trace your call or I.P address and no one ever knows
that you’ve passed on information.
Always dial 999 if a crime is in progress or
someone is at risk.
Fearless is part of the Crimestoppers charity. You can
contact them by visiting Fearless.Org

